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Softs Skills Activities Report – 2022-23 

Name of the 

Capacity 

Development and 

Skill Enhancement 

programme 

Year of 

implementation 

Number of 

students 

enrolled 

Name of the 

agencies/consultants 

involved with contact 

details, if any 

V.M. Dandekar 

Memorial Symposium 
01-03-2023 327 

Dr. Sudhir Waghmare 

Mr. Prince Tiwari 

Adv. Maitreyee Bapat 

Mr. Sushrut Waghmare 

Financial Awareness 13-02-2023 101 Mr. Abhishek Somani 

Skill Manthan 
9/11/22 to 

10/11/22 
106 

Ms. Krutasha Ramanuj 

Adv. Arjun Pradhan 

National Level Skill 

Symposium 

26/08/22 to 

27/08/22 
259 

Dr. Nipun Vinayak 

Mr. Arun K. Jadhav 

Dr. Milind Bokil 

Ms. Meenu Sood 

Ms. Megha Pradhan 

Mrs. Vaishali Bhagwat 

Mr. Jayant Tambade 

Ms. Sapna Karia 

Dr. Joachim Griesbaum 

Prof. Thomas Mackey 

Prof. Trudi Jacobson 

Ms. Vaishali Phatak 
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V. M. Dandekar Memorial Symposium 

V.M. DANDEKAR MEMORIAL SYMPOSIUM – 1st 

March, 2023 

 

A packed auditorium on the day of the Symposium, with more than 300 attendees 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All the organizing team members of the symposium 
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Report of Event 

Dr. Sudhir Waghmare (Keynote Speaker) 

Dr. Sudhir Waghmare, our chief speaker, gave an inspiring speech on his journey in the electro-

medical industry. He spoke about how he persistently pursued his dream of becoming an 

engineer, which led him to study electrical engineering despite having a commerce degree. 

Dr. Waghmare shared that he was the first person to manufacture electric heating pads in India 

in 1983.  He then started working on life support devices for newborns, which his company 

now sells internationally and has offices in several SAARC countries. He also discussed his 

invention of a human milk pasteurizer, which was the first of its kind in the world and received 

recognition from doctors from several countries. 

Dr. Waghmare also spoke about his battle with oesophagus cancer, which did not deter his 

passion for the electro-medical industry. He emphasized the need for talent and passion, as just 

talent is not enough to be successful; one must also have a positive attitude. 

After his cancer procedures, Dr. Waghmare went to several hospitals to establish his 

technology. During the COVID-19 pandemic, he was convinced by top officials in Pune and 

top doctors from top doctors from around the country to produce ventilators. He went ahead 

with his design, which was up to the mark, and received an order for 2000 ventilators. These 

ventilators are still working in 2023. 

Dr. Waghmare's speech was truly inspiring, and we learned how his passion and perseverance 

led him to the top of his field. We realized that passion beats every obstacle that is put in our 

way, and we should never give up on our dreams. Overall, it was a wonderful experience to 

hear from such an accomplished speaker, and we are grateful for the opportunity to learn from 

his wisdom and experience. 

Mr. Prince Tiwari 

Topic: Indianisation of The Education System and Qualities of Life Management and 

Leadership in Ramayana 

Mr. Prince Tiwari, founder of The School of Ram and convener, is also editor in chief of 

Migrating Magazine. His main motive is to spread the ideology among the youngsters and their 

surroundings to understand our culture in depth and enhance the value of education. He 

commenced is speech with a verse in Sanskrit language and explained its meaning to all 

alongside the importance of Hindi language. 

He started with the New Education Policy, which aims to transform India into a vibrant 

knowledge society and global knowledge superpower. He compared today's education system 

to the education system in the past with various examples and verses. Mr. Prince then spoke 

about the 64 kalas [arts] and 14 vidyas [techniques] of ancient India, which included the 4 

Vedas, 4 UpaVedas, and 6 Vedangas, which shows our immense and intricate Vedic tradition. 

He then talked about Bhagwan Dattatrya and his 24 Gurus, in which he considered that “Nature 

is the greatest Teacher". 
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Everything in nature teaches us something important, be it the changing of the seasons, the 

flow of water, the bee or the flowers or small insects etc. He then explained about the book 

“Hidden Science in Hanuman Chalisa," which revealed the distances between the sun and 

earth. These all show the aptness and vastness of Indian knowledge tradition. 

Traditional knowledge is important to the integrity of a community. He mentions the 

importance of mother tongue in education. Mother tongue is the language that a child gets to 

hear after birth and that helps in giving a definite shape to our feelings and thoughts. A mother, 

a mother tongue, and a homeland—these three things play an important role in everyone’s life. 

He termed English an unscientific language. 

Many of the words in English like three, mother, right, etc. are derived from Sanskrit 

words.  Then, to make us deeply understand the importance of our mother tongue, he showed 

a heart touching video in which a little girl said that it was not possible for her to write down 

her dreams in English because she had never seen a dream in English. He then puts the spotlight 

on the importance of relationship management by giving the beautiful example of Lord Ram 

and Sita. 

The ideology of Lord Rama can be applied in every sphere of life. Even the emotions of India 

represent the vibe of Lord Rama. He says that the ideology of Rama is so inspiring that we can 

pursue it as a base to educate the ethics and mindset of India. 

Mr. Tiwari then concluded his session by saying that it is not sufficient to build just temples, 

but it is also necessary to spread the spiritual thoughts, cause-and effect relationships, ways to 

tackle problems, and a lot more knowledge that can be achieved by enhancing the quality of 

research regarding the ideologies of Lord Rama. 

Adv. Maitreyee Bapat 

Topic: International Law and Youth Empowerment 

Adv. Maitreyee Bapat, a highly accomplished legal professional, an animal activist and is 

handling marketing and social media platform of corporations. With a background in 

economics, law, and international relations, she possesses a dynamic knowledge of every aspect 

of international relations and foreign affairs. 

She started her talk with the definition of youth which was the highlighted point in her entire 

speech. According to the UN, youth is the population between the ages of 18 and 24, but to her, 

it is a broader term which refers to the transition phase when people are transitioning from 

being dependent on others to being independent. This perspective provides young people with 

more opportunities to explore. 

She adopted a conversational and interactive tone throughout the talk, which made the topic 

relatable to the audience. Even the audience was largely made up of young people; her message 

became more relevant as a result. She used Canada and Japan as excellent examples of nations 

that lack youth power to underline the value of this resource. These countries lack the youth to 

advance the economy ahead whereas India has a huge potential and can become the next global 

power by effectively utilizing this invaluable asset. 
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The speaker emphasized that the youth and international laws are interconnected and impact 

each other. Youth is already a part of these laws as seen through the institutions - Office of the 

High commissioner for Human rights (OHCHR), United Nations Office on drugs and crime. 

(UNODC), 17 SDGS as well as India’s National Youth Policy 2021 working to empower young 

people through various initiatives. International laws are set of rules, treaties and agreements 

that are binding between the countries and made with collaboration of nations for the benefit 

of citizens. 

Even the constitution, foreign policy, visa, and migration rules work on the principle of 

international law and youth is affected by it in some or the other way. She cited a very 

prominent example of Rescue operation Ganga which brought back the Indian students (Youth 

power) from Ukraine during the Russia-Ukraine war. It was only possible due to good 

international relations between Russia and India. 

The session was concluded with a powerful message that the youth of this 21st century are the 

change-makers who can play a vital role for the betterment of society by being aware of the 

issues and actively participating to resolve them. 

Mr. Sushrut Waghmare 

Topic: Finding Opportunities in Times of Distress 

Sushrut Waghmare started his speech by sharing that his first performance was on the same 

stage in 2006, and if he could go back in time, he would tell his younger self to recognize the 

opportunities that life presented to him. He emphasized that we often pass by various 

opportunities that could change our lives, but lack the awareness to capitalize on them. 

He then shared a personal story of his love for football and how he had always wanted to play 

in a league. He got the opportunity to play in a big game once, but during a practice match, he 

suffered a serious knee injury that tore three ligaments in his right knee. This setback created a 

fear in him that he would never be able to play again, and he struggled with anxiety, self-doubt, 

and procrastination. 

Despite his injury, he tried to go back to playing football but kept falling down and experiencing 

more pain. He began to think that maybe football wasn't his calling and that life was trying to 

tell him something. However, a turning point in his life came when his father asked him to join 

the family business, even though Mr. Sushrut was initially reluctant and wanted to hang out 

with friends and party. He decided to give it a try, and over the past 3 and a half years, he has 

taken over the business and is proud of his accomplishments. 

Sushrut's story shows that setbacks and obstacles can be opportunities for growth and 

learning.  Even though he faced a major setback with his knee injury, he was able to find 

success and fulfilment in a different field. It's a reminder that success is not just about achieving 

big accomplishments but also about taking small steps towards our goals and keeping an open 

mind to new opportunities. 
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Feedback Report 

Session 1 - 10:45am to 11:05am 

Keynote Speaker - Dr. Sudhir Waghmare 

52.4% of people found it outstanding, implying that this was the second-most loved session of 

the symposium. 35.1% of people found it excellent. 172 attendees found the session useful. 

This indicates that the speaker’s speech about the importance of passion definitely had an 

impact on the audience. 

Session 2 - 11:15am to 11:40 am 

Esteemed Speaker - Mr. Prince Tiwari 

Participants absolutely loved this session. 53.7% of people, that is 176 people, rated it as 

outstanding and 32.6% found it excellent. Quite impressive when compared to the rest. The 

speaker’s communication skills moved the audience. 

Session 3 - 11:45am to 12:10pm 

Esteemed Speaker - Adv. Maitreyee Bapat 

36.9% of people found her session outstanding and 33.2% found it excellent. This implies that 

121 students found it outstanding, which is approximately 50 students lesser than the first two 

sessions, resulting in a 28% decrease. This is a significant drop. The session could have been 

better. 

Session 4 - 12:15 pm to 12:40pm 

Esteemed Speaker - Mr. Sushrut Waghmare 

This was the last session of the day. This speaker was the son of the first speaker, Dr. Waghmare.  

37.2% of the participants found the session outstanding while 32% found it excellent. The 

response to this session was almost the same as the second last session of the day. 

Overall, 142 out of 328 attendees rated the Symposium a 5 out of 5 followed by 128 attendees 

who rated it as 4 out of 5. This is impressive feedback as only 20% of the students have rated 

it 3 or below. Dr. Sudhir Waghmare sir and Mr. Prince Tiwari sir stole the show. 

The first two sessions gained 53% outstanding feedback whereas during the last two sessions, 

it dropped to 37%. A reason behind this could be the restlessness of the audience. All the 

esteemed speakers performed brilliantly and had the audience engaged most of the time. 

However, as the event went on, the attendees perhaps could not concentrate resulting in the 

significant difference in feedback. 

When asked if the students would be interested in attending such symposiums in the future, 

232 out of 328 people voted for Yes. This indicates that our audience is always keen to learn 

and experience more and that the V.M. Dandekar Memorial Symposium 2023 was a huge 

success. 
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Suggestions 

The students expected to receive 5-minute breaks between the sessions. Sitting for 4 hours 

straight was difficult for some students. Apart from this, most students were quite satisfied with 

the event. 

 

Key Takeaways 

● Believing and focussing on one’s passion is the key to success. 

● Education isn’t received, it is achieved. 

● The importance of Indianisation of education as well as the importance of perseverance. 

● Power of youth in today’s world. 

● Awareness towards climate change and innovation. 

● Importance of development of mental growth. 

● Always follow your passion and focus on improving your skills and knowledge. It 

doesn’t really matter which degree you're pursuing. What matters is your knowledge 

and interest. 

● Hindu religious books and stories teach us a lot of real-life lessons and even give 

knowledge related to subjects like Physics, business, management, etc. 

● Significance of mindset and determination. 

List of Participants 

Sr.  no. Name Class div Roll No. 

1 Aakanksha Garhwal Sybcom- B 5451 

2 Aaryan Soni FY Bcom Div A 4056 

3 Aastha Arya F.Y. Div A 4095 

4 Aastha Prakash Bhosale SY B.Com, Div- F 6226 

5 Abanindra sahu Sy. B.com - C 5634 

6 Abbas Mehdi SY-B 5477 

7 Abel Joseph S.Y. B.com - A 5254 

8 Abhinav Sahoo SYBCOM C 5655 

9 Abhishek Shewale SYBCOM C 5613 

10 Abhishek Pawar Sy bcom (F) 6225 

11 Aboli Mali TYBA G 3489 

12 Adarshdinni SY BCOM div-A 5219 

13 Aditee Joshi SYBA G 3201 

14 Aditi Bongirwar SY BCOM A 5217 
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15 Aditi Sanjay Pawar SY B.COM B 5479 

16 Aditi Thakare SYBCOM E 6003 

17 Aditya Bharne Sybcom F 6257 

18 Aditya Hanumanta Dhotre SYBcom B 5455 

19 Aditya Ranjan SY C 5624 

20 ADWAIT SHIKHARE SYBA-G 3239 

21 Aishwarya Bhandari FY BA 3124 

22 Aishwarya Katta Sy bcom. B 5444 

23 Ajita lole SYBA G 3293 

24 Akanksha Navare SYBA G 3226 

25 Akankshya Das SYBcom , div - B 5460 

26 Akhila wilson Sybcom A 5216 

27 Akshat Shrivastava S.Y.B.COM"C" 5720 

28 AKSHIKA SAXENA SY Bcom C 5658 

29 Akshna Sharma Sybcom C 5689 

30 Alankrit Audichiya S.Y.Bcom ACCA D 5957 

31 Alex Rao MA ECONOMICS Part 1 8816 

32 Aman Tonge M.com part-1 8055 

33 Amisha More SY BCom - C 5677 

34 Anand Soyaskar Sybcom F 6249 

35 Ananya A S MA PART 2 9012 

36 Anchal Yadav Fy Bcom div E 4855 

37 ANIKET GUNJAL Sybcom b 5422 

38 Aniket Sahu SY-BCOM (C) 5612 

39 Anish Deo SYBCOM C 5609 

40 Anishma Kaimal MA ECONOMICS PART 2 (A) 9004 

41 Anjali Kamble SYBCOM E 6034 

42 Anju Yadav SY BCOM C 5678 

43 Ankit Kundu SY-D 5807 

44 Ankit Raj M.A. Eco Part 1 8819 

45 Ankit Singh TY-COM and C 6887 
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46 Ankita Mohanty SYBCOM C 5684 

47 Anubhava Guha SY BCOM DIV A 5295 

48 Anuj Jhanwar SY BCOM - C 5663 

49 Anuja Raut SYBCOM F 6240 

50 Anurag Kumar MA Economics part 2.  Div- A 9006 

51 Anusha Antin SY B.com div B 5405 

52 Anushka Avale FYB.COM (C ) 4524 

53 Anushri Khonde FY Bcom C 4414 

54 Apeksha Gautam Mote 2nd year and A 5237 

55 Arjav Jain SY BCOM DIV C 5691 

56 Arpit kabra E ,B.com 4847 

57 Arpit modi Sybcom C 5662 

58 Arunava Dey T.Y. B Com. DIV-C 6816 

59 Arya Chobhe SYBCOM C 5664 

60 ARYAN ANAND MALI SYBA-G 3225 

61 Asmita Thite SyB 5446 

62 Atharva Dhawan SY.Bcom 6201 

63 Atharva Raut SYBA 3249 

64 Atharvan Bery SY BCom C 5632 

65 avaantika j sybcom div a 5251 

66 Avani Garg SYBCOM , C 5622 

67 Avani Patil SYBCOM B 5442 

68 Avani Prasad Sawant F 6239 

69 Avni Jain S.Y. Bcom Division C 5638 

70 Ayush Chavhan SYBCOM A 5265 

71 Ayush Sanghavi SY BCOM D 5867 

72 Ayush Sathaye SYBcom A 5286 

73 Aziz Zafar SY Bcom Div F 6221 

74 Badne Balaji SYBCOM C 5619 

75 Chaitanya chide SYBA 3278 

76 Charvee Srivastava SY B.Com div A 5226 
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77 Cinthia Wilson Lobo S.Y.BCom B 5481 

78 Devashree Badawe SYBcom 'F' 6213 

79 Deven Raykar SY BCOM (F) 6208 

80 Diksha Jadhav Sybcom b 5461 

81 DISHA MAHESHWARI S.Y. B.com - B 5443 

82 Disha Nitin Gandhi SYBA (G) 3277 

83 Divya Chitte SY BCOM C 5702 

84 Divya Upadhyay SYBCOM-C 5640 

85 Diya Adsare SYBCOM - A 5291 

86 Diya suresh jawanjal MA economics 8814 

87 Eera Pandey Sybcom A 5235 

88 Ekta Ramgude SY b.com B 5448 

89 Esha Jha SYBCOM - C 5653 

90 Gaurav Agarwal S.Y B.COM DIV C 5698 

91 Gaurav mali Sybcom A 5232 

92 Gayatri Mohapatra SY Bcom - C 5715 

93 Geetisha shirsat Syba -G 3271 

94 Gokul krishna U Sybcom A 5228 

95 Greeshma Khonde MA Economics Part 1 8801 

96 Harmeet kaur Sy bcom B div 5412 

97 harsh biradar b.com sy f 6228 

98 Himani Bante SYBA (Div-G) 3210 

99 Himanshi Rai SyBcom C 5682 

100 Huidrom Tejkanta Singh SyBcom (c) 9366781551 

101 Ilina Agashe SYBA-G 3242 

102 Indraja Pund SYBCom Div-F 6202 

103 Isha shanan SYBcom A 5270 

104 Ishita Pinjarkar FYBA (G) 3040 

105 Ishwari Patil SY BCOM B 5431 

106 Jayanakumari Mutha SYBCOM C 5680 

107 Jihoon Kang Syba, G 3300 
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108 Jyoti Ranjan Pati Sybcom C 5709 

109 K Bhavya reddy Syba 3213 

110 Kanak Daryani Sybcom div c 5642 

111 KAUSHAL SHARMA MA Economics Part 1 8810 

112 Kavita Srivastava Sy B.com div B 5472 

113 Kavya Jha FYBCOM E 4925 

114 Keshav Arora S.Y.BCom Division - C 5641 

115 Khushi Bhandary FYBCOM-C 4511 

116 Khushi Garg Syba G 3275 

117 Khushi Verma F.y B.com division A 4102 

118 Kirti Waghmode SYBA G 3276 

119 Kranti Sagat Sybcom B 5408 

120 Krish Agarwal Sy b.com C 5637 

121 Krishna renkuntwar Fy bcom div b 4313 

122 Kumbhar Omkar Shankar SYBCOM A 5223 

123 Kunal Nitin Joshi Sy Bcom Div - C 5699 

124 Kushagra Vikram Singh SY Bcom C 5645 

125 Laavanya Gupta SYBcom div B 5435 

126 Laiba Noor S.y.Bcom, Div-B 5410 

127 Lakshmi Meghana Karnam Sy bcom b 5403 

128 Lawanya Prakash SYBA-G 3273 

129 Manasi Kalaskar Sybcom D 5869 

130 Manasi Kashid Syba economics (G) 3270 

131 Manasi Mangaonkar MA part 2 9005 

132 Manasi Manohar Bhosale SY B.COM "BANKING" 5683 

133 Mandar Dhale SYBCOM F 6235 

134 Mansi Pansare FY BA 'G' DIVISION 3077 

135 Mayank Mishra FYBCOM C 4506 

136 Mayur Arun Pohane SY bcom F 6271 

137 Megha Deore A 5314 

138 Milan Mathew SYBCOM - C 5606 
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139 Miss.Vaishnavi Sawta Shinde SYBcom D 5845 

140 Mitali Bobdey SYBA G 3209 

141 Mohammad Asadullah Khan T.Y.BCOM, 'C' division 6850 

142 Mohini Prakash Futane Sybcom div B 5425 

143 Moiz Zafar SYBcom Div:F 6222 

144 Murtaza Jaan Sybcom-Div-A 5214 

145 Muskan jain Fy. bcom. 4060 

146 Muskan Kanodia SYBA-G 3234 

147 Nagalakshmi Solkar Nagaraj BCOM SY C 5615 

148 Nailah mufazal Sy bcom C 5686 

149 Namisha Fy bcom , C 4488 

150 Nandini Bairoliya SYBCOM B 5445 

151 Nandini Vyas SY BCOM C 5711 

152 Natasha Patil FYBA-G 3001 

153 Navya Gupta SYBA G 3220 

154 Neha Pradip chavan Sy Bcom -B 5423 

155 Nikhil Periwal Sybcom- C 5704 

156 NIKHIL SAMYAL SY.B.A 'G' 3264 

157 Nikita Shah SYBCOM-F 6272 

158 Om Dabhere Div B. Sy bcom 5474 

159 Pagadala Bhuvneshwari Second year - C 5636 

160 Palak Dubey FY BCOM (DIV C) 4522 

161 Pankaj Vilas Deshmukh Sy bcom f 6256 

162 Parth Kelwade SYBCOM-A 5248 

163 Pawan Syba and G 3297 

164 Payal Vinayak Chaudhary SYBCOM DIV. C 5628 

165 Poonam Khobragade SY B.COM DIV-A 5656 

166 Prabhat SY BCOM 'C' 5674 

167 Prachi Lachuriya SYBA- G 3279 

168 Prachi Purohit SY BCOM C 5647 

169 Prachi Zele Second Year BA (G) 3252 
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170 Prafull Kumar SY B.Com "C" 5614 

171 Pragati Bhosale SY BCOM DIV C 5601 

172 Pragya gupta Syba-g 3208 

173 Pranav Jain Sybcom C 5700 

174 Pranav Sethia SY BCom 'C' 5667 

175 Praneeta Mishra SY BCOM-C 5635 

176 Pranjal Prashant ahiwale SYBCOM (B) 5740 

177 Pranvi Singh SYBA-G 3244 

178 Prarthana Chilka Syba - G 3265 

179 Prateek Agrawal F.Y. B.Com. (A) 4108 

180 Prateek Punjabi MA Eco part 1 8821 

181 Pratham Verma SY BCOM - “C” 5607 

182 Pratiksha Lokhande SYBCOM B 5438 

183 Prisha Nanasaheb Choudhary S Y B.com - C 5610 

184 Pritha Sharma FYBA G 3069 

185 Pritish Sharma SYBCOM - C 5623 

186 Priyanshu Kheria SYBA-G 3203 

187 Purva Kshirsagar SYBA G 3232 

188 Raghul S SYBCOM "B' 5418 

189 rahil jain Sy bcom F 6255 

190 Rajdeep gupta Sy B.Com A 5263 

191 Rakhi Kamble SY.BA 3285 

192 Ravinder Singh shekhawat MA PART 2 9017 

193 Reema nair Sybcom B 5450 

194 Reva Nikhil Deshpande SY BCOM-C 5671 

195 Richa Anurag Bansal S.Y. Bcom - D 5804 

196 Riddhi Joshi MA Part 2 A 9020 

197 Ridhima Bhardwaj S. Y. B. Com(hons.) And  C 5676 

198 Rishabh Bandiwdekar Sybcom A 5201 

199 Rishika Mahajan FY BCOM 'F' 5029 

200 Ritali Ganesh Kamble Sybcom A 5206 
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201 Ritu Goklani MA Economics Part 2 9014 

202 Ritu Kumari Tyba- G 3417 

203 Ritwik Maroo FYBCOM Div F 5019 

204 Riva Chaki SYBCOM - F 6219 

205 Riya bilgaiyan Subcom div c 5716 

206 Riya Ganesh Pardeshi SYBCOM C (BANKING) 5687 

207 Riya Ubale Sy.bcom (A) 5220 

208 Rohini Devi SY B.com C 5617 

209 Rohini Singh SY BCOM division C 5693 

210 Rohit Second year Bcom F  division 6218 

211 Romika Kalyankar SYBA G 3299 

212 Rosh Stefan Punnen S.Y bcom A 5231 

213 Rucha Khedekar SY B 5469 

214 Ruchi Singh SY Bcom C 5611 

215 Runasha sunil tirmale Sy bcom A 5250 

216 Saakshi Suman SYbcom C 5604 

217 Sahil Srivastava SY BCOM- A 5202 

218 Sai Manoj Tambe SYBCOM - C 5618 

219 SAKETH REDDY Battu SYBCOM DIV C 5643 

220 Sakshi Gidwani SY BCOM C 5605 

221 Sakshi Kshirsagar SYBCOM F 6264 

222 Sakshi patil Sy. Bcom (B) 5409 

223 Saloni Khandelwal FYBCOM DIV F 5005 

224 Samay Daryani SY BCOM DIVISION C 5626 

225 Samayara Muskan Sy Hrm B 5420 

226 Samruddhi Patil SYBA G 3251 

227 Sanchita Mimansha MA Eco 1 8805 

228 Sandeep kumar SYBA-G 3263 

229 Sandesh bhatele S.Y.B.com (Honours) - C 5669 

230 Sanika Pravin Gawali SYBCOM B 5407 

231 Sanika sagare SYBA G 3236 
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232 Sankeat khajuria Sy b.com C 5708 

233 Sanket Raut Sybcom F 6237 

234 Sankul Sonawane SY BCom C 5696 

235 Sanskruti Deshmukh FYBA G 3068 

236 Santosh Kumar Sunar SY BCOM - C 5603 

237 Sarthak Sharma Sybcom b 5690 

238 Saumya Potdar SYBA G 3271 

239 Saumyal Prakash M.A. Eco Part 1 8824 

240 Savita Sy bcom C 5675 

241 Sayee Ponnam Sybcom A 5229 

242 Sejal Tibrewal SYBCOM C 5706 

243 Sharon S Sam SyBcom B 5465 

244 Sharvrai Gangamwar SYBCOM-C 5705 

245 Sheryll Liu 1st Year Masters in  Economics 8826 

246 SHIVAM JAISWAL MA Economic part 2 9021 

247 Shivangi Joshi MA ECONOMICS PART  2 9007 

248 Shivani Manik Yadav SY Bcom ( Div- A) 5239 

249 Shivani Yadav Fy b.com B 4359 

250 Shobhit Sybcom 5236 

251 Shounak Digraskar S.Y.Bcom A 5252 

252 Shraddha kolhe SyBcom , D 5812 

253 Shravani Pawar FY BCOM 4839 

254 Shresth Kumar Sy bcom hons C 5649 

255 Shreyansh misra Sybcom/Div - A 5289 

256 Shreyas Auradkar S.Y B.com division.C 5654 

257 Shruti Juvekar SYBCOM Div B 5401 

258 Shruti kamble Syba G 3283 

259 Shruti Praveen Pethkar Sy F 6270 

260 Shruti Ranjan A 5267 

261 Shruti Sanjay Katkar SYBA, G 3254 

262 Shyambhavi Mishra SYB.com A 5273 
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263 Siddhant Gaigawane Sy.Bcom B 5456 

264 Siddhi Indane SYBCOM Div A 5227 

265 Simran Sapkal SYBA DIV G 3284 

266 Siya Ghorpade SYBA- G 3216 

267 Smriti verma Sy b.com C 5625 

268 Sneha Majgaonkar SYBCOM C 5694 

269 Sneha Shaji SYBCOM - C 5629 

270 Snehal Inamke SYBCOM- B 5457 

271 Sonali Kapoor MA Economics Part 1 (A) 8809 

272 Souvik Mukherjee SYBCOM C 5697 

273 Srijan Pandey SY B.Com - C 5685 

274 Stanzin Lhadon SYBA (G) 3235 

275 sucharita singh SY BCOM 

INTERDISCIPLINARY & A 

5240 

276 Sujan Patil SYBCOM C 5701 

277 Suraj Sujeer Gupta M.A. Economics Part 2 9016 

278 Sushil Ugale Sybcom C 5714 

279 Swara Sandeep Chitodkar FYBA division G 3053 

280 Swarnatapa Ghosh SY Bcom Interdisciplinary with Honours 5713 

281 Swati Yadav SY BCom 'C' 5639 

282 Syed Aakif S.Y. Bcom. div A 5203 

283 Syma Sharon Roy MA part I - 'A' 8817 

284 Tanaya Bandal SYBCOM-C 5666 

285 Tanish Jain F.Y B.Com division A 4109 

286 Tanisha Oswal S.Y.B.com. (B) 5467 

287 Tanishka Singh T.Y. B.COM C 6834 

288 Tanishq Mohite SYBA G 3286 

289 Tanu Kumari Poddar Sybcom F 6273 

290 Tanuja FYb.com "c" 4444 

291 Tanya yadav Syba G 3218 

292 Titiksha Ingole A 4039 

293 Uday Dadaji Chavan SYBcom C 5672 
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294 Unnati Dange FY BCOM A 4019 

295 Urvi Panjwani SYBA-G 3227 

296 Vaibhav Vijay Sonawane SYBA - G 3290 

297 Vaishnavi Mandhare Sybcom-C 5650 

298 Vaishnavi Maruti Hagwane Sybcom A 5207 

299 Vaishnavi Zure Sybcom f 6274 

300 Vandana Subash SYBA-G 3256 

301 Vani Tripathi MA Economics Part II 9015 

302 Vansh Chandel SY.BCom "A" 5285 

303 Vansh Poddar FY BCom (A) 4026 

304 Vedangi Umesh Kokane SYBA G 3295 

305 Vedant Tarawade SYBCOM F 6250 

306 Veevek Jaishi SY.Bcom ‘C’ 5620 

307 Vidisha Singh SYBCOM A 5224 

308 Vidushi Kalra SYBA-G 3238 

309 Vidushi Parate Sy B.com C 5633 

310 Vidya Singh Sy.b.com 5646 

311 Vijaysingh Pardeshi SY b.com A 5260 

312 VINAMRA GHILDIYAL S.Y.BCOM A 5283 

313 Vishal Thorat TYBCOM- C 6884 

314 Vishwesh B Sybcom C 5608 

315 Vivek Palve SYBCOM-B 5449 

316 Vrushali Mandhare MA Economics Part 2 9003 

317 William Vinson Peter Sybcom c 5681 

318 Yachna Sharma Ma economics part 2 - A 9013 

319 Yadnya kshirsagar Sy bcom f 6209 

320 Yash Jadhav SYbcom F 6231 

321 YASHASVI KEDIA Fy bcom, C 4500 

322 YASHI BRIJPURIA S.Y.B.com C 5668 

323 Yashi Dubey S.Y. B.com Div-C 5648 

324 Yashika Anand S.Y.B.Com division C 5652 
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325 Yuvraj Patel BA and division- G 3090 

326 Zeeshan Rizvi S.Y. B.Com (D) 5809 

327 Zeshan Kalam Sybcom div F 6203 
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FINANCIAL AWARENESS SESSION – 13th 

February, 2023 

 

All the organizing team members and attendees of the session 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Keynote speaker, Mr. Abhishek Somani 
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Report of Event 

On February 13, 2023, the Department of Economics and Banking and the Symbiosis Centre 

for Skill Development at the Symbiosis College of Arts & Commerce, in collaboration with 

Global Synergizers, organized a session on 'Financial Awareness.' The event began at 10 a.m. 

and was held in the college's Auditorium in the presence of the Principal, Dr. Hrishikesh 

Soman, the Head of the Department of Banking and Finance and the Head of the Centre for 

Skill Development, Prof. (Dr.) Neelofar Raina, the Resource Speaker, Mr. Abhishek 

Somani,  and Ms. Sunanda Shivhare from Global Synergizers. It was open to all faculty 

members and students, and a big audience had gathered to watch it. 

The speaker, Mr. Abhishek Somani, talked about various aspects of financial awareness. He 

started the session by emphasizing the importance of financial independence and taking control 

of one's financial future. He then explained the importance of knowing one's financial and 

saving goals and suggested that individuals should reflect on what gives them real happiness 

to determine their financial goals. 

Mr. Somani also shared insights from the book 'Rich Dad Poor Dad' by Robert Kiyosaki and 

discussed the Cash Flow quadrant and the concept of “Pay Yourself First”. He then provided 

tips on how to choose the right companies to invest in and explained the benefits of investing. 

He also discussed how to choose the right investment instrument and highlighted key points to 

avoid risks. 

The session ended with a Q&A session, where the audience was able to ask questions and 

clarify their doubts. The event was a great success, and the participants appreciated the insights 

and practical tips provided by Mr. Somani to enhance their financial awareness. 

List of Participants 

S. 

No. Name Class Phone No. 

1 Meghana suresh Jawanjal FYBA DIV.G 7385022177 

2 Aarya Malpe FYBA-G 7219782791 

3 Janhavi Boraste FYBA G Division 9975471437 

4 Muskan Thakur FYBA G 9634011658 

5 Swara Chitodkar FYBA G 8308822935 

6 Parth Mehta FY BA G div 7069846585 

7 Samriddhi Jain Sy bcom f 6267234161 

8 Garima Thind FYBA ‘G’ 7038123394 

9 Mrunal Patil FY BA-G 9075114990 

10 Anand S Chandraa SYBCOM D 8349214704 

11 Gaurav Agarwal S.y B.com Div C 6378033342 

12 Ananya saxena FYBA, DivG 8130516777 

13 ADWAIT SHIKHARE SYBA-G 7522997607 
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14 Udayini Gupta Fyba g 8800445375 

15 Sujata FYBA G 9579684032 

16 Aanvi Kasera FYBA - G 7798664040 

17 Ketaki Sawant FYBA-G 9168225457 

18 Nandini Vyas SY BCOM C 8770696862 

19 Tanishaa Kuckiaan FYBA G 7045856973 

20 Aakanksha Singh FYBA 9501985319 

21 Ishan Dhadwad Fyba G 7822946805 

22 Shreya lotke Fyba - g 8788608848 

23 Anshita Agrawal F.Y.B.A div G 7697140835 

24 Meenakshi Tiwary FYBA Div-G 7543978252 

25 Aavani.S FY Bcom ACCA D 8111954768 

26 Dhreti FYBA G 9620866660 

27 Natasha Patil FYBA div G 9820784543 

28 Aditee Joshi SYBA G 7410094227 

29 Shashank Sonawane FY. BA - G 9881757808 

30 Mukta Labde FYBA-G 7822878916 

31 Ruchee FYBA G 9422346510 

32 Jyoti Ranjan Pati Sybcom C 7077629496 

33 Hansa C FY BCom D 9810299460 

34 Urvi Dedhia FY BA G 9960552762 

35 Adrina Michael Mascarenhas F.Y.B.A G 8080467138 

36 Sucheta Barman FYBA G 8141090708 

37 Ragini Marathe FY BA 6264055183 

38 SYED MOHAMMAD AJWAD FYBA G 7006257290 

39 Sanjana Charlotte FYBA Div G 9877989898 

40 Mahek Fyba 7875759744 

41 Mahi Ilme FYBA "G" 8530044869 

42 Anusha Deshpande FYBA Div G 8983096603 

43 Mayuri Telang SYBA G 8459753693 

44 Jaspinder kour FYBA 9596892527 

45 Vaibhav Vijay Sonawane SYBA - G 9028816754 

46 Atharva Dikondawar FYBA G 9356237334 

47 Simranjit kour FYBA-G 9596369811 

48 Subhangi Namhata FYBA G 8617296323 

49 Shravan F Y B A and G 8080442588 
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50 Jayanakumari Jitendrakumar Mutha SYBCOM C 7972569208 

51 Janhavi shinde FYBA, G 7387093598 

52 Adnan Hazarika FYBA Division-G 6003028982 

53 Aditya Alhat FYBA G 9022700492 

54 RK Nongthangsana Singh FYBA (G) 9168133350 

55 LOKESH WAGHELA FYBA -G 9860444173 

56 Dev Jhanwar FYBCOM E 8016105513 

57 Samidha Choudhari FYBA - G 9373784996 

58 Saket Karandikar F.Y.B.A DIV:- G 7249440676 

59 Tanvi Dongare FYBA G 9552442227 

60 Vidhi Mandhyan FYBA G 7677429195 

61 Shrushti Chavan FY BA -G 9322843019 

62 ayushi sharma G 8949472911 

63 Kriti Dinesh Menon FYBA G 9152896004 

64 Prerana Borude FYBA G 8080180395 

65 Shivang FYBA G 9310878989 

66 Anand Pramod Mulay FYBA - G 9561777792 

67 Santosh Kumar Sunar SY BCOM - C 7666919278 

68 Dnyaneshwar Chavan FYBA 7350097089 

69 Pragati Bhosale SY BCOM DIV C 8766742176 

70 Deshmukh Omkar Dattatray FYBA (G) 7387721146 

71 Tanaya Bandal SYBCOM-C 9307107241 

72 ARYAN ANAND MALI SYBA-G 7709068100 

73 Riyanta Joseph Fy bcom 8075269423 

74 Jeet Mehta SYBCOM DIV C 8788265808 

75 Sai Manoj Tambe SYBCOM - C 9021031207 

76 Chirag Jindal S.Y.B.com ( D ) 9957720444 

77 Shreeja vartak Bcom A 9765652004 

78 Sheikh hiba aslam FYBA G 7051548083 

79 Rishav Agrawal 

FYBA DIVISION 

G 9152161039 

80 Zoya abdul khayum FYBA-G 9930208810 

81 Akanksha Tiwari Fyba - G 8108606333 

82 Meetali Varma Fyba g 9421543030 

83 Vanshika Fyba G 8146562973 

84 Nandhini Maran Fyba G 7410034010 
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85 Pritha Sharma FYBA ‘G’ 6005851906 

86 Kritika Shetty FYBA Div.: G 7843057022 

87 Bhakti Motegaonkar SYBCOM C 9075796956 

88 Lakshmi PS FYBA Division G 6282120940 

89 Zoya Khan FYBA G 8405699781 

90 Ajay dogra F.Y.B.A and G. 7889726930 

91 Aishwarya Bhandari FYBA - G 9511692381 

92 Raghav Jhawar FY B.com (D) 7679403859 

93 CHAHEL FYBA - G 8209055759 

94 Harshali Mahisekar FYBA G 7722023929 

95 Esha Jha SYBCOM - C 9945209659 

96 Sarbajeet Sen SY BCOM “D” 9903196028 

97 Soniya Gaikwad FYBA G 7768999949 

98 Shruti Sanjay Katkar SYBA, G 7875571446 

99 Shahrzad Afshar 

F.Y.B.A, division 

G 9822304982 

100 Pritish Sharma SYBCOM - C 9718542269 

101 Kanan Balani FYBA-G 8989877005 
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SKILLMANTHAN – 

November 9th and 10th, 2023 

 

 

A panel discussion on day 1 with the alumni guest speakers 
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Day 2 – Skills Unleashed 

 

Report of Event 

Day 1 – 9th November, 2022 

The event started off with a bang with a short introduction by Skill Ambassadors Rutuja Patole 

and Pratiksha Malavadkar. They also acknowledged the principal, Dr. Soman Sir and Dr. Tessy 

ma’am for their gracious presence. They also introduced the guest speakers of the day Krutasha 

Ramanuj and Arjun Pradhan to all of the excited First Year students. Subsequently, all the 

dignitaries went onstage for a short lamp lighting ceremony, and Vaishnavi performed a 

beautiful rendition of Ganesh Vandana. 

Dr. Hrishikesh Soman sir then addressed everyone and wished all the bright First year students 

the best of luck. Following this, Krutasha shared her insights regarding skills and also talked 

about the many different types of skills, her understanding of what skill development meant 

and her experience with Neelofar ma’am and the Symbiosis Centre For Skill Development. 

She gave a lot of illuminating insights about how skills are necessary for success, as in the 

working world, skills are a form of currency. When done correctly, skill development can 

reduce un- and underemployment, boost productivity, and raise living standards. She 

encouraged students to improve and update their skills in order to help them financially. 

Because the world is constantly changing and evolving, new discoveries in industries and the 

way people live are made almost every day. Employees and professionals may be left behind 

if they do not convert. Students can grow not only professionally but also as individuals by 

learning new skills. Skills can help students improve themselves. They also provide them with 

new and different opportunities. Students can grow by developing themselves and their skill 
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sets. It was an extremely informative and illuminating conversation and helped the new first 

year students tremendously. 

Preceding this, another college alumnus, Arjun Pradhan, who is now a successful lawyer, 

shared his valuable insights about why skills are extremely important in everyday life. He used 

many examples from his everyday work life to drive his points across and helped the students 

understand his subject matter using practical life experiences. He mentioned how learning new 

skills like investing, soft skills, etc can help the students in the future, while looking for jobs, 

or even if they decided to start their own businesses. He was successfully able to connect with 

the audience and drive his points across, which made the session very insightful. 

Subsequently, both the chief speakers had an insightful panel discussion, which was hosted by 

CSD Student Head Prithvi Girish and Skill Ambassador Rohan Dutta. They asked Mr. Arjun 

and Ms. Krutasha questions, and both the speakers engaged in healthy discourse in front of the 

students regarding their opinions and how they believed learning skills and participating in the 

Centre for Skill Development had helped them in their personal and professional lives. 

After this, all the skill ambassadors together introduced and launched all of the Skill Courses, 

and the forms were opened for all of the first years to take admission in the course of their 

choice. Dr. Neelofar ma’am also informed the students that the guest speakers would be 

teaching two of the courses. The session concluded with a brief story of how for the Symbiosis 

Centre for Skill Development had grown in leaps and bounds in all these years. 

Day 2 – 10th November, 2022 

Day two of Skillmanthan started off with a short introduction about The Centre for Skill 

Development and all the achievements of its students, as well as a brief description of the events 

conducted so far. SCSD teaches students about skills that are relevant to them using live 

sessions and giving them practical exposure. This helps students stand out. Another thing that 

makes SCSD courses different from other courses is the fact that they provide students with 

never seen before industry ready programs like the Smart Investor Program or SIP. After this, 

CSD Student Head Prithvi Girsh gave a short introduction about CSD, and about how its aim 

is to bridge the gap between industry and academics by helping students develop specific skills 

of a high order. 

Following this, Dr. Neelofar Raina ma’am, head of CSD, addressed all the students who were 

present there. She thanked all the students for attending the session. She talked about how CSD 

was conceived and how the students could greatly develop themselves by taking admission in 

the various skill courses. She told the students about the importance of skills and why skills 

matter, and even students presented their opinions on the same. Dr. Neelofar also introduced 

all of the Skill Ambassadors and talked about their contributions, skills and achievements. 

The Skill Co-ordinaors then presented the various Skill Courses and also the Jeevan Kaushal 

Courses, which are very unique and not available in many other colleges and universities. The 

Skill Ambassadors then talked about various different skills. Rohan Dutta talked about Content 

writing, and the importance of content writing in everyday life. Yousuf Kazi gave a touching 

performance and informed the students about how acting gives people skills that are otherwise 

underappreciated. Prithvi talked about blogging, and also promoted his financial blogging site, 

where he regularly posts informative content. 

Sidharth talked about an extremely important topic, the Internationalization of education, and 

how it affected India, its population and the education sector. Rutuja talked about volunteering 
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and NGOs and also about her personal experience working with them. Priyanshu conducted an 

entertaining session about gaming, which was a big hit with the Gen Z students. 

Vinita then presented Skills Unleashed, and she also talked about her debut book. The event 

ended with a vote of thanks by Hruchidnya. In the feedback that was taken from students after 

the session, a majority of the students agreed that the session conducted was very helpful to 

them and was also very useful in accordance with Skill Development. Most students also had 

an excellent overall experience and showed willingness to participate in future sessions and 

become members of CSD in the future. 

Attendance Sheet 

Full Name Class Roll No. 

Soniya Gaikwad FYBA G division 3016 

Chahel jain FYBA 3093 

Arjun Kr Jaju Bcom 4510 

Vansh Poddar FY BCOM (A) 4026 

Satwik Suhas Batule FYBCOM  Div-C 4458 

Arya Dusane Fy bcom 4449 

Aditya patel Fy bcom 4752 

Ishika Makhija Fyb.com division c 4480 

Riddhi arora Fy bcom, division :C 4461 

Mrunal Purohit F.Y.B.Com 4291 

Om Bhangale Fy Bcom E 4931 

Lakshmi PS FYBA 3007 

Udeetaa Ghosh FY BCOM (A) 4051 

Sparsh Pandey FY Bcom Div A 4040 

Neha Prasad FY div D 4775 

Tanish Jain F.y B.com 4109 

Deepti Sharma Fybcom D 4708 

Om Bhangale Fy Bcom E 4931 

Yash Luthra FY BCOM DIV D 4605 

Soham Raju Honrao F.YBCOM DIV.A 4036 

Yash Luthra Fy bcom Div D 4605 

http://f.y.b.com/
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Prasad Patil FYBCOM DIV A 4071 

Raunak jain Fy bcom Div.E 4929 

Angel Ghuge FYBA 3043 

Arnav Pouranik B.com(F) 5043 

Shreya garg FYBA 3096 

Amirthavarshini Division c 4494 

Garima Thind FYBA DIV G 3056 

Saloni Khandelwal Div F 5005 

Aadya Puri FY BCom division D 4738 

Pooja Rathore bcom B 4306 

K Sabaa Hanin Fy BCom Div D 4713 

Ridah G Momin Bcom with Acca ( D ) 4716 

Naman darda FYBCOM DIV E 4936 

Nadim Panjwani FY Bcom ACCA E 4901 

Naman darda FYBCOM DIV E 4936 

Ashwin Deshmukh Fy bcom 5033 

Mireille Victoria Fernandes FY Bcom Div D 4778 

Ritika Chavan F.Y.B.A.  DIV - G 3087 

Reet Saluja FY F 5149 

Aditi Agnihotri FYBA 3112 

Tanuja Pagare FY B.com "c" division 4444 

Kritika Chavan FYBCOM 4227 

Jenny Binu Mathews F.Y B.com Div E 4954 

Pruthviraj shivaji rathod FY. BA 3032 

Arya Srivastava Fy BCom A 4097 

Chetna khirwal FYBCOM 5022 

Sneha Singh FY Bcom div 'A' 4105 
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Raghav Jhawar FY B.com 4616 

Garima Bhat Fybcom C 4419 

Pritha Sharma FYBA Division G 3069 

Aashika Jain First year div D 4759 

Rajat Ramgonda Patil FY Bcom, B 4207 

Nandini Ranka FYBcom division E 4927 

Mahi rana FY Bcom with Acca 4750 

Mariam K. Varghese Bcom- ACCA 4905 

Rajat Patil FY Bcom, B 4207 

Gorvi Agarwal FY BCOM B 4320 

Parth Mehta FY BA 3055 

Mahi Ilme FYBA 3103 

Raghav Jhawar FY B.com 4616 

Ruhi Faisal Munde D 4776 

Ruhi Faisal Munde D 4776 

Ishan Dhadwad FYBA Div. G 3002 

Namisha C 4488 

Jaspinder kour FYBA 3118 

Ragini Marathe FY BA 3012 

Vidhi Mandhyan FYBA  G 3095 

Khushi Yernagula D 4772 

Shruti Upadhyay E 4908 

Aditya Alhat FYBA - G 3091 

Vanshika Haldiya FYBA 3080 

Kanan Balani FYBA DIVISION G 3115 

Vishakha Sharan fybcom D div 4701 

Hriday Amonkar Fybcom D 4709 
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Keziah Mariam Mathew FY Bcom div - E 4950 

Nandhini Maran Fyba- G 3059 

Kavya  Jha E 4925 

Sanjana Sayi Fybcom div A 4113 

Ayushi Vishwakarma FYBcom Div C 4489 

Priyal Jain E 4915 

Muskan kumari Fy bcom ACCA- "D" 4732 

Tipirneni Sri Anish FY BCOM D 4702 

Shreya Jana FY BCOM 4726 

Daksh dixit Bcom with acca 4916 

Meghana suresh Jawanjal FYBA , DIV. G 3025 

Naman Pahwa Bcom with acca div e 4923 

Piyush Jain Fy bcom div E 4947 

Shubhangee Singh FY BCOM CIMA 4312 

Saniya marakkar FY Bcom E 4965 

Harshit Rathi Fy 4727 

SOHONA GIRI FYBCOM SEC-F 

Harshi Soni Fy bcom acca 4706 

Akriti Chaturvedi Bcom with ACCA FY 4964 

RK NONGTHANGSANA SINGH FYBA 3110 

Tanisha Panch FYBCOM 4039 

Sujal Sarnot Bcom ACCA Div E 4939 

Vaishnavi S Chinchansur Bcom with ACCA "D" 4737 

Simranjit kour FYBA 3072 

Udayini Gupta FYBA Div G 3027 

Shruti Pardeshi Fyba 3062 

Dadasaheb Sahebrao Bankar FYBA 3123 
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Darsh Chandak FY Bcom D 4637 

Kasireddy Venkata Siri FYBCOM F 5150 

Kashish mittal Fyba ‘g’ 3186 

Astha chhajed E 4945 
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NATIONAL LEVEL SKILL SYMPOSIUM – 

AUGUST 2022 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Felicitation and welcoming of guest speakers 
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Interaction with students and speaker sessions 

Report of the event 

DAY 1 

Dr. Nipun Vinayak 

(Chief Guest) 
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Dr. Nipun Vinayak, IAS 2001 from the Maharashtra cadre, after securing an MBBS with gold 

medals from the Government Medical College. He is presently serving as the Joint Secretary, 

Department of Health and Family Welfare. 

Our respected Chief Guest shared his vision that focus should be on the objective of integrating 

skill sets in educational programmes. With appropriate and relevant skill sets and training 

programmes, educational institutes will be capable of creating a powerful asset. According to 

him, one should focus on quality learning and strive towards excellence. 

He enlightened us with a prominent perspective that learnings should go beyond teaching; our 

exposure to unique and uncommon ideas will inculcate values and instill the courage in us to 

go further in search of knowledge. Dr. Vinayak also shared with us his belief that learning can 

be promoted only when we experience the same. Delivering his views, he emphasized that we 

must adopt the competition to collaborative approach. He said that this step is only possible 

when the educator teaches the future pillars of our country, the Youth, about how to learn and 

how to stay curious. His words had a profound impact on all of us. What he highlighted in his 

video message was something very relevant and all attendees could relate to in the present 

times. It had a very strong message that we have been chasing better grades for all these years 

and not eternal knowledge for that matter. 

DAY 1 

Mr. Arun K. Jadhav 

(EQ and Behavioral Skills) 

 

 
Mr. Arun Jadhav, an educator based in Pune, specializes in mentoring students in the skills of 

emotional quotient, personality, and leadership skills. He added that he had over a decade of 

experience in leadership development and human resources. 

He claimed that, at any cost, we need to remember two days– the day we were born and the 

day we realize why we were born. According to him, it is imperative to know the reason behind 

our birth since that can prove to be a driving force behind our lives. Having trained over 50,000 

individuals over the span of 10 years, he stressed how important the skill of emotional 
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intelligence is, claiming that it can change our entire life: what we think about ourselves, our 

relations and everything. 

He stated that he used to work for a consultancy firm, recruiting the best. Eventually, he found 

that despite landing an extremely profitable job, those he recruited would mostly leave in 

around five years. Stumped! He reached out for answers. He discovered that even for 

companies such as Google, many employees would leave the organizations for jobs with lower 

salaries, smaller companies, or even a completely different profile. He then reached the same 

conclusion as Simon Sinek, that do not hire for skills, but hire for attitude because one can 

always teach them skills. The realization dawned on him that in looking for the crème de la, 

instead of chasing passion, he was running after finding skills. Next time onwards, before 

testing for technical skills, priority was given to first test the candidate’s psychological capital, 

shortened to HERO: Hope, (self)Efficacy, Resilience, and Optimism. 

When Mr. Jadhav first learned of emotional intelligence, he was so surprised that he began 

questioning his 20 years of formal education. He discussed how disappointed he was that no 

one had ever taught or discussed the importance of these skills. He recalled how a friend once 

said that one of the biggest mistakes one could make is to let schooling interfere with one’s 

education. 

He took the road less traveled and gave up his well-paying job to learn all that he could about 

EQ, teach it to other people, and in his way, make the world a better place. He added, 

humorously, that this decision made his parents try to disown him, but this has not stopped him 

from doing what he wants. Mr. Jadhav concluded with the remark that we are either the 2% in 

the world doing what we want or the other 98% working for the 2%. 

DAY 1 

Dr. Milind Bokil 

(Social Impact Assessment and Evaluation) 
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Dr. Milind Bokil, a noted sociologist, writer, freelance consultant and researcher. He has also 

been a consultant for notable organizations like the European Commission, UNICEF, World 

Bank, UN Women etc and thus, the stage of Symposium was humbled by his presence. 

To start from the very basics, Dr. Bokil focused on the term impact. He explained that the word, 

Impact, is derived from physical sciences. He stressed that developmental interventions or 

projects would necessarily produce the desired change. But the impact can be positive or 

negative, intended or unintended. He further discussed that social impact is the enduring change 

one can observe in the social and economic conditions, incomes, livelihoods, relationships, and 

aspirations. 

Then Dr. Bokil diverted his attention to the Assessment of Impact. He explained that while 

planning the project, setting objectives takes place, and the desired change gets conceptualized. 

His next topic for concern was Evaluation, which determines the value of a given project or 

intervention. To ensure audience interactions, he hypothesized a case of Social Impact 

Analysis, wherein one had to analyze the impact of constructing a dam. Collecting Project 

Information is the first step where one needs to ponder the technical details, objectives, cost-

benefit projections, and beneficiaries to evaluate the necessity and the relatability of building 

a dam. The next step involves preparing a study design where economic, social, and ecological 

dimensions are to be kept in mind. Preparing a methodology based on the study design is the 

third stage. 

Dr. Bokil further discussed that assembling the team is the fourth step. People from different 

dimensions, like Economists, agricultural economists, statisticians, Economics, Sociologists, 

anthropologists, social activists, and others come together to give meaning to the data. Actual 

assessment, fifth step, wherein literature review, documentary analysis, review of reports, 

sample surveys, data collection, and risks are analyzed and sent for final report preparation. 

One then needs to prepare the report, followed by communicating the results. This riveting 

session ended after he opened the platform for further questions. Though the topic was 

complex, the breaking down of the concepts helped the audience to comprehend and participate 

in further deliberations. 

DAY 1 

Ms. Meenu Sood 

(Is Communication Really Complicated?) 
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Ms. Meenu Sood is the director of Value Point Academy, and she has extensive experience 

teaching communication skills to students and professionals. She gave an informative talk 

titled 'Is communication really that difficult?' She brought up a significant reason for 

communication becoming difficult in today's times- miscommunication. 

She explained the statement in detail by giving some real-life examples, such as a 1977 plane 

crash that killed hundreds of innocent lives owing to miscommunication. Ms. Sood helped us 

in understanding the term communication by defining it in simpler terms. She said that the 

exchange of ideas, information, and emotions through speech, writing, body language, and 

technology is known as communication. According to her, the impossible part of 

communication is not communicating. This means that in every single wakeful moment of our 

life, we are communicating either by way of body postures, gestures, or facial expressions. 

Listening skill, speaking skill, thought process, and body language is essential for effective 

communication. Speaking skills involve extensive knowledge, correct pronunciation, and 

grammar. She also advised against using fillers and to effectively coordinate the mind and 

tongue. A good speaker must have fluency, correct pitch, clarity, and voice modulation. Moving 

on to the next section, listening skills, Ms. Sood explained the importance of effective listening 

and advised students to listen twice as much as they speak. She explained the different types 

of listening: ignoring, pretending to listen, selective hearing, attentive listening, and empathetic 

listening. She also discussed the listening technique of 'LADDER,' which includes 'look at 

other people, ask questions, don't interrupt, don't change the subject, express emotions with 

control and respond appropriately.' Ms. Sood discussed body language and how it creates 

chemistry between the speaker and the listener. She advised us to pay attention to three aspects 

of body language: facial expressions, gestures, and posture. She added that smile is the 

universal language. This was followed by a case study where she focused on the thought 

process, which is an important part of communication. She mentioned that the thought process 

is useful for making decisions, managing time, setting SMART goals, and improving 

interpersonal and interactive skills. She also discussed a case study that piqued students' minds 

and engaged them in a practical thought process. She concluded her session by mentioning 

Indra Nooyi's 5Cs of success, which are namely competency skills, courage and confidence, 

communication skills, consistency skills, and compass. 
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DAY 1 

Ms. Megha Pradhan 

(What is Social Impact Evaluation – Procedures and Dimensions) 

 

Megha Pradhan, an alma mater of the University of Maryland, who is in association with NITI 

AAYOG for various training projects, was another fabulous speaker for the day. She is the 

Associate Director of Training at J-PAL South Asia. 

She started her lecture by discussing how 96% of children aged 6 to 14 are in school, yet, only 

a quarter of class 3 children could read grade one level texts. She then presented a problem to 

the audience, wherein we had a total of 10 crore rupees and had to invest it in one of the 

facilities to increase the quality of education in government schools. The options included a 

range of facilities such as free books, tablets, better food and nutrition. After about 230 rigorous 

evaluations, it showed that not a single facility is impactful by itself- but a mix of all is needed. 

She then explained through these examples that there are multiple perspectives on the same 

topic, and choosing between the available options is extremely difficult, because we must be 

able to know the true impact they can have on the problem. Thus, this highlights the decision 

makers' dilemma: limited resources, many challenges but many solutions. 

She proceeded to give a brief introduction to J-PAL, which started in 2003, at MIT, to ensure 

that policies are based upon evidence, facts, and scientific methods. She then discussed that 

four essential steps are to be followed for formulating a successful intervention. Firstly, conduct 

a need assessment to know what a policy is trying to solve. Then, design the program and build 

a theory of change where with trial and error, it is to found why a specific input changes the 

output. This step is followed by the implementation and conduction of process evaluation and 

then ultimately estimating the impacts made. This last step is the cause-and-effect portion that 

social impact analyzers are supposed to study. 
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Ms. Megha then concluded her session by highlighting how evidence is the key to good quality 

policy-making and that it is quite the scientific discipline. 

DAY 2 

Mrs. Vaishali Bhagwat 

(Knowledge of Cyber-Legal Skills in Higher Education) 

 
Mrs. Vaishali Bhagwat is a renowned advocate by profession having 24 years of experience in 

litigation and advisory practice. She imparted her knowledge on cyber legal skills and how one 

can make a career in it. 

Initially, she started with how there is a sudden shift in the approach toward educational policy 

in today’s era. Back then, attaining a specialization was restricted to one stream since the entire 

life was predictable. Today, the whole world revolves around uncertainty, and when technology 

started overpowering our lives, the need for cybersecurity came into the picture. 

She had put forward her views that now the era has changed where the youth is now a generalist 

rather than a specialist in one single stream. For her, a generalist has acquired more than one 

skill and has the freedom to choose any avenue. She talked about how we took everything for 

granted before Covid-19 and the multidisciplinary approach, now, is going to help us in our 

survival, otherwise we will become stagnant in our life. According to her, we should focus on 

what will augment our domain knowledge. It will help us to bridge the gap between our domain 

knowledge and learning methodology. In the year 1998, she got her license for Information 

Technology Act, enacted in 2000, enabling her to combine her domain knowledge with what 

she was learning. She also talked about the advantage of getting a mentor who provides insight 

on several matters. She described her phenomenal journey from getting into tech to the non-

tech field. 

Numerous career options in cyber security have opened doors for various avenues for us. One 

can take up a career in Law under which one can go through the legal aspects of cyber law. 

Fintech is the need of the hour. Cyber Audit will help us to build a concrete career in auditing 

firms. Data privacy can be monetized to generate decent revenue for a firm. 
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Thus, cyber security skill is something that can help us to grow up fast in our career. Numerous 

avenues will be open in which one can cater to several legal firms and can develop a concrete 

as well as comprehensive career. 

DAY 2 

Mr. Jayant Tambade 

(Reskilling and Upskilling in BFSI Sector) 

 
The topic for Mr. Tambade's talk was upskilling and reskilling in the BFSI sector, which stands 

for Banking, Financial Services, and Insurance. 

The session started with an interesting video about the evolution of banking, followed by an 

emphasis on why specific skills have replaced general skills in the BFSI sector. According to 

Mr. Tambade, the sector has emerged as one of the smartest career options available today. 

He then asked the students about the key to succeed in life, noting how knowledge, skills, and 

attitude will help the students in leading successful lives. The aspects of reskilling and 

upskilling were also touched upon under the importance of skills, as being up to date and 

leveling up on the skills one possesses is crucial. 

Mr. Tambade then spoke about the potential the Banking sector has in India, a country with a 

popularity of over 1.3 billion people, a number that will only increase in the future. Great 

insight was provided by the speaker on how important it will be for the banking sector students 

to adapt themselves to the technology of the future, as online banking services are soon going 

to take over. 

The career options such as Investment Banker, Analyst, Commercial Banker, Customer 

Relationship Manager, and more were also provided by Mr. Tambade to help students figure 

out their career paths. To achieve these lofty goals, the skills that were required would be time 

management, Communication, Adaptability, Problem-solving, and Teamwork. 
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To end his talk, he focused on banking in the future and how it will be shaped by those who are 

prepared for this change. 

DAY 2 

Ms. Sapna Karia 

(Product Management Skills) 

 
Ms. Sapna Karia is the proud recipient of the 'Most Inspiring Woman Award' in 2019, who has 

presented and published around 13 national and 5 international papers. She talked about the 

topic of product management skills. She initiated the talk with an activity where she asked 

students to count the number of downloaded applications on their phones. She bursted the myth 

that product management requires technological know-how and said that we need not be an 

engineer to enter into this field. Product management is a stream under integrated management 

regardless of the financial orientation of the person or the person dealing with international 

business. Every problem in society that is trying to be solved by businesses is called product 

management. 

Consumer behavior has changed with the period, and they have become lazy. There has been a 

technological upgradation in the market, beginning from the traditional way of buying and 

selling to E-Commerce to multichannel to omnichannel. She mentioned the example of Urban 

Ladder and Lenskart starting their business from e-commerce and later shifting to multichannel 

because of consumer behavior. Businesses and entrepreneurs need to understand what societal 

problem they are trying to solve and then decide the channel of selling their products to the 

consumers. The sequence is different for each & every product or service in the market. She 

took the example of Dominos to answer why mobile phones are necessary for businesses today. 

She mentioned how Dominos changes its mobile application at periodical intervals for more 

customer engagement. She said that for businesses, it is important to update their product 

according to the needs of present times. Product management is all about building the right 

product and building the product right. She explained how product management and project 

management are two different terms on their own. Project management is a short-term skill that 

one can develop by organizing any college function, fest, others. On the other hand, product 
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management is an ongoing process that won't stop after a deadline. She noted how customer 

behavior changes according to the high and low involvement of the brands and corporations. 

She said if the applications downloaded on phones are not getting used, there is less 

involvement and interaction, and the need to change the level of involvement for improvisation 

arises. In the end, she showed the video of an advertisement for BMW and said the product is 

observing and knowing people better. The best skill to understand the customer is to analyze 

his behavior. 

DAY 2 

Dr. Joachim Griesbaum 

(Knowledge, thinking, motivation as basic conditions for information literacy) 

 
Dr. Joachim Griesbaum, who works at the University of Hildesheim’s Institute for Information 

Science and Language Technology is the first among the foreign professors to give a lecture at 

this chapter of the Symposium. 

He started his session by discussing information literacy, which he explained was required in 

both education and private life. Dr. Joachim highlighted that we need information literacy as it 

is one of the most demanded skills in this age- we need it to be competent professionals, and 

successful students, and to be able to research and use relevant information during times of 

crisis. He said that we need information literacy to be resilient to manipulation, such as in e-

commerce or politics. If we can use information literacy to our advantage, we can resist forces 

trying to take advantage of us. 

He mentions how the internet is an infrastructure, a place of media, and algorithms. It is a 

complex, interest-driven, and partly transparent information space. Factors such as dominant 

players in information and communication markets, the fake news industry, and invisible 

algorithms all obstruct the user from learning the right information. By relying on sources 

offered by big companies, we must be aware that these companies all have their agendas and 

interests. 
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He said that many users lack the readiness and capability to behave in an information-literate 

manner. Users avoid effort, resorting to typical patterns of search engine behavior. He goes on 

to discuss the exact details that make up information literacy, including knowledge about 

information markets, limits of human information behavior, critical thinking, and motivation 

to get to the bottom of things. 

Dr. Griesbaum explained a process known as 'Lateral Thinking', which followed the idea of 

using the knowledge of trusted third parties to evaluate information .The session ended with 

Dr.Griesbaum stressing how we must be information literate or at least try to inculcate the skill 

to be resilient against manipulation. 

DAY 2 

Prof. Thomas Mackey and Prof. Trudi Jacobson 

(Developing a Metaliteracy mindset: Benefits for yourself, Employers and Society) 

 

The penultimate speakers of the second and final day of the Symposium were Prof. Thomas 

Mackey and Prof. Trudi E. Jacobson. The address was on metaliteracy, and was delivered 

online. 

Metaliteracy is the ability to evaluate information for its bias, reliability, and credibility and 

apply them in the context of production and sharing of knowledge. The speakers emphasised 

the importance of possessing a metaliterate mindset, how to develop it and its benefit to 

ourselves, our employers and society. Skills which are to be required to future-proof our 

employability were said to be cognitive, interpersonal, self-confidence and digital. 

Apart from this, the speakers focused on soft skills valued by employers like personality, 

attitude, flexibility and more. They said that it is crucial to develop learners as those willing to 

learn will always be an asset to any organisation. The speakers spoke about how true reflection 

by one will lead to action required in life. 

They explained the concepts like Learning Domains in Meta-literacy, Soft skills, and their 

Metaliteracy Counterparts. An activity was conducted to find whether one is a Metaliterate 

Learner or not. At the end, the speakers focus on how a metaliteracy mindset will be realised 

through true-learning. 
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DAY 2 

Ms. Vaishali Phatak 

Valedictory Address 

(Industry Academia Linkages and Skilling for Higher Education) 

 

The valedictory address was conveyed by Ms. Vaishali Phatak, the global head of Learning and 

Development, Diversity and Inclusion with Tech Mahindra. 

Ms. Phatak spoke about Industry-Academia linkages and skilling in higher education. Starting 

from the pedestal of contemporary challenges in front of the industry, she moved on to the 

measures undertaken. She advised students that to stay relevant, they must advance themselves 

and try adapting and responding to technological advancements, business models, consumer 

behaviors, and the changes in the entire industry scenario as a whole. Ms. Phatak introduced 

students to Tech Mahindra's Maker's Lab, an initiative to inculcate current trends and relevant 

knowledge to professionals, trainees and students.She said, "Innovation arises from 

imagination, to decipher the problems faced by the human race." She also mentioned that the 

objective of Tech Mahindra is to boost innovation within the company. 

She also discussed the numerous opportunities available to students and how students can 

specialize in domains such as data, operations, logistics, finance, and consulting. The speaker 

emphasized the significance of knowing at least one programming language to improve 

analytical skills. Ms. Phatak then told the audience about BHAMAL, a drone-agritech company 

founded by Satish, a taxi driver. She explained to students that one's background does not 

determine success. She also advised them how to break through the glass ceiling and succeed. 

The speaker then listed some important soft skills that students must have and how failing to 

have them results in job and other application rejections. She then instructed students to 

conduct research on what skills are currently in demand in the industry and to learn those skills 

through higher education. She emphasized industry-academia linkages and partnerships 

through Memorandums of Understanding with Universities, Research Sponsorship, Lab 
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Setups, and Internship Opportunities to keep the syllabus up to date and students skilled. Ms. 

Phatak also asked students to look into some online courses and how they would benefit from 

the learnings; she told them that they could earn while they learn. By doing so, Ms. Phatak 

demonstrated to students the significance of skilling, re-skilling, and cross-skilling. 

Attendees List 
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Feedback Report 

Day 1 

Session 1: Mr. Arun K. Jadhav 

Topic: EQ and Behavioural skills 

 

Q1. How educative or impactful was the session for you? 

 

Q2. How useful was the session in accordance with Skill Development? 
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44.2% of people found it outstanding. 42.8% of people found it excellent. Overall people loved 

his session. 129 participants felt that the session was needed and was in tandem with Skill 

Development. This indicates the importance of the session and the topic chosen by the speaker. 

 

Day 1 

Session 2: Dr. Milind Bokil 

Topic: Social Impact assessment and evaluation 

 

Q1. How educative or impactful was the session for you? 

 

Q2. How useful was the session in accordance with Skill Development? 

 

 

38.5% of people found his session good and 31.7% found it excellent. 74 participants felt that 

the topic selected was contemporary in accordance to Skill Development. However, it could 

have been better. 
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Day 1 

Session 3: Ms. Meenu Sood 

Topic: Is Communication Really Complicated? 

 

Q1. How educative or impactful was the session for you? 

 

Q2. How useful was the session in accordance with Skill Development? 

 

 

Participants absolutely loved her session. 47.1% of people, that is 98 people, rated it as 

outstanding and 38% found it good. Quite impressive when compared to the rest. 139 students 

found the session needful. 

 

Day 1 

Session 4: Dr. Megha Pradhan 

Topic: What is Social Impact Evaluation - Procedures & Dimensions 
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Q1. How educative or impactful was the session for you? 

 

Q2. How useful was the session in accordance with Skill Development? 

 

 

Her session was marked as outstanding by 17.8% participants and 42.3% rated it good. Since 

her session was online, it was much less interactive than the other sessions. Thus, the audience 

was unable to focus. 

 

How was your overall experience of the National Skill Symposium 2022 Day 1? 
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Overall, 101 out of 208 people rated Day 1 of the National Level Skill Symposium as excellent, 

which is decent feedback. Mr. Arun K. Jadhav and Ms. Meenu Sood stole the show. Their 

sessions were incredibly interactive and the students clearly enjoyed attending them. As for the 

other two speakers, they could’ve put more effort into making it interesting to grasp the 

audience’s attention. 

Suggestions:- 

The students expected more Q&A sessions as well as more games and interaction from the 

speakers. Most of them did not enjoy the online lecture. They hope to attend more sessions 

from lecturers like Arun Jadhav sir. A five to ten minute break between the lectures would’ve 

helped the students concentrate better. 

 

Day 2 

Session 1: Adv. Vaishali Bhagwat 

Topic: Knowledge of Cyber-Legal Skills in Higher Education 

 

 

Q1. How educative or impactful was the session for you? 

 

Q2. How useful was the session in accordance with Skill Development? 
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The first session of Day 2 of the National Level Skill Symposium 2022 was enlightening. Out 

of the 249 responses that we received, only 96 students found the lecture deeply impactful. 130 

students found it upskilling and useful which was a good start to day 2. 

Day 2  

Session 2: Mr. Jayant Tambade  

Topic: Reskilling and Upskilling in BFSI 

Q1. How educative or impactful was the session for you? 

 

Q2. How useful was the session in accordance with Skill Development? 

 

 

In the second lecture, Mr. Jayant sir conducted a few games which were highly interactive and 

therefore 85 out of 249 people found the session greatly impactful as well as educational. 

108 out of 249 people rated it as excellent. Overall, 141 people found it useful. 

Day 2  

Session 3: Ms. Sapna Karia  

Topic: Product Management Skills 

Q1. How educative or impactful was the session for you? 
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Q2. How useful was the session in accordance with Skill Development? 

 

 

Ms. Sapna ma’am was the star of the Day 2 of the National Level Skill Symposium 2022. The 

way she kept the audience engaged was mind blowing. She is the most liked and the highest 

rated speaker of day 2. 138 out of 249 participants found her lecture outstanding and 74 rated 

it as excellent. A total of 169 participants found the session useful and upskilling. 

Day 2  

Session 4: Prof. Joachim Griesbaum  

Topic: Knowledge, thinking, motivation as basic conditions for information literacy 

Q1. How educative or impactful was the session for you? 
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Q2. How useful was the session in accordance with Skill Development? 

 

Prof. Joachim sir’s lecture was conducted online from Germany. His session was quite 

insightful and 90 and 83 out of 249 students rated the session as excellent and good 

respectively. 110 students found it useful. 

Day 2  

Session 5: Prof. Thomas Mackey and Prof. Trudi E. Jacobson  

Topic : Developing a Metaliteracy mindset: Benefits for Yourself, Employers and Society 

Q1. How educative or impactful was the session for you? 
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Q2. How useful was the session in accordance with Skill Development? 

 

 

The second last session of Day 2 was quite an interesting one. The speakers tried their best to 

keep the audience engaged with fun little quizzes and surveys. 2 online polls were conducted 

and the students enjoyed being a part of it. The feedback revealed that 87 out of 249 students 

found it excellent and 76 found it good. 

Day 2  

Session 6: Ms. Vaishali Phathak 

Topic: Industry Academia Linkages and Skilling for Higher Education 

Q1. How educative or impactful was the session for you? 
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Q2. How useful was the session in accordance with Skill Development? 

 

 

This was the last session of the day and Ms. Vaishali ma’am’s lecture was the perfect way to 

end the day. Out of 249 students, 90 students rated it excellent and overall 125 students found 

it useful. 

How was your overall experience of the National Skill Symposium 2022 Day 2? 

 

Overall, 111 out of 249 students enjoyed the skill convention. The event was a success. From 

the individual feedback of all the speakers, we can conclude that the participants found the 

offline sessions much more engaging and interesting. The first three sessions of the day were 
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absolutely amazing. However, the two online lectures did not receive much appreciation when 

compared to the rest. 

Suggestions:- 

The students expect more interactive sessions. Physical presence of the speaker makes a huge 

difference. They were also hoping to get a 5 to 10 minute break between each session since 6 

sessions in one day is difficult to handle. Apart from this, they wanted more time to network 

with the guest speakers. 

Key takeaways from the Skill Symposium 2022: 

● Amazing insights on product management and its need today whether you are an 

engineer or just an employee. 

● Insightful event whereby students learnt new skills and developed perspective 

regarding various skills vital for survival in corporates. 

● Being jack of all trades is much better and catching the opportunity when it presents 

itself is utmost important. 

● Observation is key. Always use your eyes and ears to their limit. Skills will prevent 

your career from becoming obsolete. 

● Emotional intelligence is as important as skill development. Cyber security is an 

upcoming sector for a good career. 

● There is scope of diversifying in all fields 

Identifiable things people liked in the program: 

● Interactive session with amazing speakers. 

● Well organized and coordinated event; thoroughly knowledgeable and enhanced the 

previous understanding of complex subjects. 

● Impactful speeches with the focus on soft skills and the significance of learning coding. 

● Brainstorming sessions with the idea of giving gifts to encourage participation. 

● There was dissemination of the most recent trends and requisites in BSFI, Product 

management. Metaliteracy and Information literacy sessions also incentivised to 

develop critical thinking. 

 

 


